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Abstract: This paper presents a simple and fast method for determination of the step size that 
exactly leads to a prescribed accuracy when signal propagation through nonlinear optical fibres is 
computed using the split-step Fourier method. 
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1. Introduction 

Hundreds of engineers have spent thousands of hours on simulations of optical transmission systems. Therefore it is 
astonishing that so little has been published about how to compute the signal propagation through nonlinear fibres 
faster since this is normally the most time consuming part of transmission simulations. It can take days to compute 
the propagation of WDM signals. The standard method for the propagation computation is the split-step Fourier 
method whose speed and accuracy are controlled by the step size. Both computation time and accuracy increase as 
the step size is reduced so the largest step size compatible with the required accuracy should be chosen to get the 
best simulation effectiveness. Without a good step size determination method, the employed step size can only be an 
educated guess of the user making the simulations. To be on the safe side, the chosen step size will typically be far 
too small which makes the computation time far too long. A step size 4 ‘times smaller than necessary would result in 
a computation time 4 times longer than necessary, for instance. Add to this that there is still a risk that the educated 
guess is wrong and that the step size should actually be even smaller to get the required accuracy. For these reasons 
a reliable step size determination method as the one presented here will improve the simulation effectiveness 
significantly. What distinguishes this new method from existing ones [ 1-31 is that it makes it possible to determine 
the step size that just results in a prescribed accuracy of the computed fibre output signal. The author is not aware of 
any other method that is caprible of this. Moreover, the new method is both simple and general: 

2. Method for step size determination 

In most system simulations the optical fields in the fibres are represented by scalar complex signals (or envelopes) 
which obey the nonlinear Schrijdinger equation [4]. Thus the computation of the field propagation is reduced to the 
computation of a fibre output signal, uout,eurct(t), from a fibre input signal, a,,(t). The standard numerical method for 
this is the split-step Fourier method which is considered here in the commonly used symmetrized, constant step size 
version [4]. The basic principle of the split-step Fourier method is to divide the fibre into sections with a length 
called the step size, and then let the dispersive and nonlinear effects in each section act on the field altemately. 
However, letting dispersive and nonlinear effects act altemately rather than at the same time is an approximation so 
the output signal found using the split-step Fourier method with some step size h, ~ ~ ~ ~ , , ~ ~ ( h ; t ) ,  deviates from 
uou,eurn(t). The normalized root-mean-square error E(h) is introduced to quantify this error as a single number 

~ ( h )  = JjT laow, ,m(h:  t )  - aour,cmr ( t ) r  dt/jT laour,ernet(t)12dt (1) 

where Tis  the period of the signals which are assumed to be periodic: a widely used precondition in transmission 
simulations. In outline E(h) decreases as h tends to 0, and for sufficiently small h we normally have E(h)och2. As an 
example E(h) is shown on fig. 1 for a WDM propagation case which will be considered more closely below. 

An obvious method for determination of the step size Ittarget which just results in the highest acceptable error 
E,,, is to propagate the field using various step sizes to solve the equation E(htargs)=Etnrger numerically. This 
includes computations that use step sizes much) smaller than htnrger in ,order to approximate uour,eurct(t) in eq. (1). 
Unfortunately this method is extremely inefficient in its most straightforward implementation because the time spent 
on the useful computation of the field with step size h,,, is only a small fraction of the overhead time spent on the 
determination of htarge,. To overcome this problem we propose to compute E(h) on the basis of a properly chosen 
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Fig. 1 The error E(h) as a funchon of the step size 
h in WDM case v (cf. table 1). 

Fig. 2. Construction of the phase of test signal Fourier 
coefficient A:r(O) for N , e p 2 .  

test signal a:F'(t) which can be split-stepped through the fibre much faster than the full signal a,,(t). This speed 
increase is obtained by reducing the number of samples which are used to represent the signals in the computations. 

To explain how the test signal is constructed, it is necessary to take a look at the signal representation frrst. The 
full signal a,,(t) is represented by N samples taken at time t=n.T/N, n=O, l...N-1 where T i s  still the period of the full 
signals. Is it assumed that a,,(t) is band limited to a frequency of 0.5.NIT Hz, the Fourier coefficients A,,(m) of a,,(t) 
can be found fkom the N time samples, and only the N Fourier coefficients A,,(m), m=-N/2, -N/2+1,...,N/2-1 can be 
non-zero. So a&) can be represented by either N time samples or N Fourier coefficients. The test signal represented 
by only N/Nred samples is now constructed in the frequency domain by defining a signal with period T/Nred and the 
following Fourier coefficients for m=-N/(mred), -N/(2Nred)+1,..., N/(2Nred)-1; all other Fourier coefficients are 0: 

According to eq. (2) the power of a frequency component in the test signal equals the total power of the Nred 
frequency components in the full signal which it represents. The phase of a frequency component in the test signal is 
a weighted average of the phases of the corresponding Nred frequency components in the full signal as illustrated in 
fig. 2. It is noted that the test signal has the same spectral width as the full signal since both the number of Fourier 
coefficients and the period is ;educed with the same factor. As a consequence of the reduced number of samples, a 
split-step computation on the test signal can be much faster than the corresponding computation on the full signal. 
For example, using N r e ~ 6 4  as in the examples below, the computation time is reduced by a factor greater than 64. 
One reason why the speed is increased more than a factor Nred is that the time it takes to make the Fast Fourier 
Transforms used in the split-step Fourier method scales as N logz N. Another reason is that a greater part of the data 
arrays holding the signal samples can be stored in the cache of the computer when the number of samples is reduced. 

The step size determination method can now be explained in its entirety. First the test signal is constructed as 
described above. It is then split-stepped through the fibre using an initial guess step size h,,,=1000 m, and the 
computed a~:num(hmt;t)  is used in eq. ( 1 )  to find E(h,,J. If E(hmr)>Emst, the step size is halved and the split-stepping 
is repeated one or more times until E(h)Gtaeep If E(h,,l)Gtwst, the step size is doubled until E(h)>E,,,,. The 
solution to the equation E(h)=E,,,, is now bracketed, and hrarget is found using a bracketing algorithm such as 
Ridders' method [5] which refines the step size until E(h) deviates less than 5% from Etarger. In the course of these 
computations, the signal in eq. ( 1 )  is approximated with u$,ium(hr&) where href is 5 times smaller than the 
so far smallest step size for which E(h) has been estimated. 

It should be emphasized'that the proposed step size determination method is general. It is expected to be usable 
for any numerical fibre model which returns an output signal when it is given an input signal and a precision 
controlling parameter. This means that the fibre does not have to be described by -a particular equation, the 
numerical method does not have to be the split-step Fourier method , and the precision controlling parameter does 
not have to be the step size. Furthermore, no assumptions are made as to how E(h) depends on h. 

3. Performance of the step size determination method 

An investigation of the performance of the step size determination method must consider both computation time and 
accuracy. Concerning the latter, there is from the outset no guarantee that E(h) found on the basis of the test signal is 
a good approximation to E(h) for the full signal. The quality of the,approximation depends among other things on 
the value of Nred, and it is presumed to become better when Nred is decreased since the test signal will then resemble 
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the full signal more. But decreasing Nred also means slowing down the computation. A good trade-of between speed 
and accuracy seems to be Nred=64 which is used below. However, the optimum Nred deserves more investigation. 

In order to study the performance of the step size determination method, the signal propagation was computed 
for the five cases defined in table 1. They include transmission of single channel and WDM signals with channel 
rates of 10 and 40 Gbitls through standard single-mode fibre (SMF), dispersion shifted fibre (DSF) and non-zero 
dispersion shifted fibre (NZDSF). 

Table 1. The studied signal propagation cases. (CNRZ: chirped non-return to zero) 

Table 2 summarizes the performance of the step size determination method in the five cases by listing four 
performance describing quantities: the step size chosen by the step size determination method (hIarger), the actual 
normalized root-mean-square error which arises when the full signal is propagated with hIarget (E(hIargeJ), the total 
computation time (step size determination + propagation of full signal) in seconds (time) and the fraction of the total 
computation,time which is spent on finding h,,, (step%). The quantities are listed for Etarget=1O-*; and 

Table 2. Performance of the step size determination method. The columns are explained in the text. . 

The most important result of table 2 is the fact that the step size determination method predicts step sizes that result 
in actual root-mean-square errors for the propagation of the full signal which are very close to the target error. This 
good step size determination is obtained although E(h) may depend on h in a very ungraceful way, for instance as 
shown in fig. 1 which depicts E(h) for case v. It is also very important that the time spent on the step size 
determination is only a small percentage of the total computation time, typically smaller than 20% (Two situations 
with very long step sizes and total computation times shorter than 1 second are exceptions). 

. 4. Conclusion 

We have proposed a new, simple and fast method for determination of the step size that results in a prescribed value 
of the error which is introduced when the split-step Fourier method is used to compute the propagation of optical 
signals through nonlinear fibres. It has been verified that the determined step size actually leads to an error which is 
very close to the prescribed value. Furthermore, the time spent on the step size determination is a small fraction of 
the total computation time, typically 20% or less. This possibility of a fast‘determination of the largest step size 
which is compatible with a given accuracy makes it possible to minimize the computation time. At the same time the 
method eliminates the risk of inaccurate results as a consequence of using too long steps. The method handles both 
single channel and WDM transmission. Furthermore, it is expected to be useable for other numerical techniques than 
the split-step Fourier method. 
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